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Intense THz wave sources are highly expected for further progresses in nonlinear THz26

science and practical implementation of non-ionizing radiation in sensing and communi-27

cations [1]. Solid-based sources have inherent limits of material breakdown, while intense28

laser irradiation of liquids is a promising emerging technique for THz wave [2,3] and hard29

X-ray [4] emission. Water-based THz emission shows intensity enhancements up to 103
30

times when laser-pulse pairs with nanosecond delay are used [5]. Here we show circularly-31

polarized THz wave emission from thin water flow irradiated by two time-separated and32

linearly-polarized femtosecond laser pulses. THz time-domain spectroscopy reveals the33

circularly-polarized THz emission dominates 4.7 ns after the first pulse irradiation. THz34

wave detection delay in the spectroscopy and time-resolved micrography indicate that the35

THz wave emission originates from the rarefied volume in front of the flow. Radial re-36

laxation of charges (currents) in the focal volume where ponderomotive charge depletion37

occurred is the origin for the circular polarization; tight focusing localized THz wave38

emission to the sub-wavelength region.39
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Fig. 1. Concept: tailoring the light-matter interaction for the polarization manipulation

of THz wave. (a) A thin water flow irradiated by a pair of femtosecond laser pulses

(35fs, 800nm) for THz wave generation. Pulses are tightly focused to a ∼ 10 `m

spot on the surface of a 17 `m-thick water flow. (b) Time-resolved shadowgraphy

with ∼ 1 ps temporal resolution; a representative photo captured at 4.7 ns after the

first pulse irradiation. Details are in Suppl. S1.2 and Fig. S2. (c) Signals in THz

time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) when the delay time at 4.7 ns, which indicates the

circularly-polarized THz wave emission. Details are in Suppl. S1.1 and Fig. S1. (d)

TDS time delay observed under the double pulse excitation; here TDS measurements

were not polarization-discriminated.

(Introduction)40

Creation of single-cycle THz wave sources and to control their polarisation could open a versatile41

toolbox of polarisation sensitive characterisation techniques currently developed at a rudimentary42

level. This study shows a promising direction towards generation of a single cycle circularly-43

polarised THz wave from focus of femtosecond laser pulse with sub-wavelength extension (for44

THz wave). Small sub-wavelength THz wave emitters provide flexibility in engineering THz45

wave sources with complex wavefronts, polarisation, and high power currently achieved by46

millimeters-long filaments [6].47

THz wave ellipticity is important in the study of the physics of laser filamentation [7, 8],48

spin dynamics of solid state materials [9], chirality of proteins [10]. In material sciences, the49

state of angular momentum of light, i.e., its polarisation, effects the optical excitation [11],50

spectroscopy [12–14], and provides data transfer multiplexing in information technologies [15].51

There are reports of circularly-polarized THz wave emission from plasma under a two-color52



laser excitation [16–20]. The ellipticity of the THz wave can be controlled by the filament length53

with suitable input laser energy [21], the relative phase between the fundamental wave and the54

second harmonic pulses [22–24], the pulse energy [25], and changing the time delays between55

three-pulse configuration [26]. Polarisation of THz wave emission from the filament of optically56

induced plasma was described by considering a dipole radiation inside ∼ 1 mm water jets [27,28]57

or in air [29] oriented along the propagation of femtosecond laser pulses and formed as a result58

of ponderomotive force. The ponderomotive force behind the ionisation front of a self-guided59

femtosecond laser pulse in air created a ! = 1 − 30 cm long, ∼ 0.1 mm diameter filaments which60

induced THz wave emission with a spatial intensity and polarisation pattern defined by a moving61

dipole mechanism [29]. The polarisation of THz wave emission was found to be linear-radial (in62

respect to the propagation axis) as revealed by the squared Malus dependence ∝ sin
4 \. In this63

study, we investigate the case when the filament length, !, is sub-wavelength (sub-1 mm) at the64

tight focusing when ! corresponds to the geometrical focus, i.e., the Rayleigh length (see, the65

concept illustration in Fig. 1). Tight focusing of ultrashort laser pulses has additional benefit for66

the higher THz wave emission due to scaling for the ponderomotive force induced wake field67

dipoles, %) �I =
1

7

(

�?

F0

)2 (

_
C?

)4

, where F0 = 0.61_/#� is the waist of the laser beam at the68

focus (a lens with numerical aperture #�), C? is pulse duration and _ is its wavelength [30]. THz69

wave emission from sub-wavelength filaments is not yet explored research area which is strongly70

required for ultimate control of intensity, direction, phase, and polarisation of THz wave sources.71

Here, we report circularly-polarized THz wave emission from micro-thin water flow under72

double-pulse cross-linearly-polarized laser excitation. Axial extension of the THz wave-emitting73

filament of the second pulse (the main pulse) is enclosed inside the expanding water plume74

created by the first pulse (the pre-pulse) and has approximately the length of focal region of75

60 `m at the focusing conditions. The most efficient THz wave emission corresponded to the76

pulse separation of 4.5-5 ns. A current generated to restore charge depletion along the optical77

axis due to action of the ponderomotive force with simultaneously occurring recombination78

between ions and electrons is 1-2 ps long defining the spectrum of THz wave emission. Detailed79

polarisation analyses of THz E-fields in the transmission and reflection directions are carried80

out by time-domain spectroscopy revealing peculiarities of sub-wavelength THz wave emission.81

The region of THz wave emission is also captured by time-resolved shadowgraphy/luminescence82

imaging experiments which confirm the origin of THz wave emission is in front, but not inside,83

of the water flow (Fig. 1).84

(Results and discussion)85

Figure 1(c) shows polarisation resolved emission of THz wave at the optimum conditions with86

delay between two pulses of 4.7 ns using time-domain spectroscopy (TDS); more details are87

described in Suppl. S1.1 with Fig. S1 where the EG and EH are measured in the transmission88

and the reflection directions. THz wave emission under the single pulse excitation maintains89

the same EG polarization with the main pulse. However, under the double pulse excitation, THz90

wave emission changes its polarization from linear to circular as the delay time advances and its91

intensity reaches the highest at the delay time of 4.7 ns as reported previously without detailed92

polarisation analysis [5]. THz wave emission spectra obtained from TDS signals by discrete93

Fourier-transform, as shown in the inset in Fig. S1, show their peak shifts toward the lower94

frequency as the delay time increases. This indicates that the the interaction length of the main95

pulse �2 with the ablated water plume after the pre-pulse �1 irradiation becomes longer.96

Figure 1(b) shows the time-resolved shadowgraphy image captured by back-side illumination97

of picosecond white light continuum at the maximum enhancement of THz wave emission. It98

clearly defines the geometry of the focal spot which is important in the estimation of light-matter99

conditions in the case on THz wave emission. The focus diameter on the flow was close to the100



geometrical focus with the radius ∼ 0.61_;/#� ≈ 4 `m; #� = 0.125 is the effective numerical101

aperture of the off-axis parabolic mirror. This is markedly different from THz wave emission102

in self-guided filament formation in air (∼ 100 `m diameter and centimeters-long) governed103

by self-focusing of femtosecond laser pulses [29]. Detailed evolution of micro-explosion is104

presented in details in shadowgraphs (Fig. S2 in Suppl. S1.2) revealing the evolution of the105

shockwave induced by the pre-pulse irradiation. Shockwave expansion velocity in air was106

approaching 7.6 km/s, which corresponds to strong explosion conditions. The radius of of the107

shocked hemisphere in front of the water flow is ' ≈ 60 `m (at the delay time of 4.7 ns) when the108

diameter of laser on the water is F0 ≈ 8 `m and depth of ablation is ℎ ≈ 2 `m. The additional109

ablated volume of water constitutes only 0.02% of volume in the shocked region, however, the110

molecular number density of water is 1.237 × 10
3 larger as compared with air. As a result,111

the molecular density of the water-air is at least by 26% larger as it is for the first pulse. This112

allows the plasma to reach higher density by the second pulse �2. Indeed, as shown in the113

luminescence images (Fig. S2 in Suppl. S1.2), interaction of the main pulse with water flow114

previously modified by the pre-pulse irradiation becomes more dominant. The very central part115

of light-matter interaction on the flow surface is the source of X-ray emission since the electron116

temperature reaching ∼ 1 keV is achieved under the experimental conditions [4, 5] (see Suppl.117

S1.3; however, this study was solely focused on THz wave emission).118

Figure 1(d) shows the time delay in TDS signals observed at the different excitation conditions.119

The TDS signals under the double pulse excitation delay for ∼700 fs in the reflection and for120

∼1.4 ps in the transmission. By considering that the refractive index of water at 1 THz is121

∼ 2.12 [31], it is consistent with direct imaging and indicates that the conversion from the near-IR122

laser to THz wave takes place in front of the original water flow surface. This observation123

indicates that the ablation of water by the pre-pulse �1 and the shockwave dynamics is important124

for the THz wave emission under the double pulse excitation. The location of THz wave emission125

is presented earlier to originate from the inside of water flow [32] which is in this case highly126

unlikely due to extraordinary-high plasma density (water molecular density 3.35 × 10
22 cm−3)127

for the ponderomotive mechanism under employed intensity range.128

Figure 2 shows the key features on the light-matter interaction relevant for the circularly-129

polarised THz wave emission. The second/main pulse �2 ionises the outwardly fast expanding130

gas and the water vapor generated by the pre-pulse �1. The most intense THz wave emission is131

observed at ΔC =4.7 ns. This corresponds to the fast (∼ 1 ps) currents along the optical path of132

the main pulse �2, which are due to electrons and ions radially depleted along the propagation133

due to the ponderomotive force which for electron is �? = − 42

4<4l2
∇�, where � is the laser134

intensity. The radial profile of the electronic density depletion on the axis of a Gaussian pulse135

� (A) = �04
−4 ln 2(A/A0)

2

is given by #4 (A)/#0 = 1 +
(

32

3A2
+ 1

A
3
3A

)

√

1 + �2 (A) where #4,0 is the136

electron and background densities, respectively, A0 is the FWHM of the focal spot. The radial137

electron displacement has a steeper gradient as compared with the axial charge separation due138

to ponderomotive force due to Gaussian intensity envelope. This is the key difference from139

the self-guided long filaments which never produced circularly-polarised THz wave emission140

since the radiating dipole (via Cherenkov-like mechanism) is axially oriented. The radial pattern141

of arrows in the xy-plane cross-section shows charge separation by the ponderomotive force142

(the radial pattern will occur for electrons, protons H+ and O+ which will have different radial143

distribution due to their difference in mass; see Suppl. S1.3). The radial ion-electron charge144

diffusion and recombination onto the optical axis takes place in the wake of the optical pulse.145

This ultrafast current transient is the source of THz wave emission which is phase-tailored146

into circularly-polarised radiation as the second pulse (35 fs or 10 `m) ionised the ∼ 60 `m147

long focal region. The current was initiated at the locations further away from the focus and148

propagated towards the water flow. It was shown that the circularly spiraling current will generate149

circularly-polarised THz radiation when spiral electrodes were used [33]. Previous studies with150
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the experiment for the #� = 0.125 focusing depicted after the

pre-pulse �1 (y-pol.) irradiation to the water flow which creates the expanding plasma

region out of the ablated water flow (strong explosion with shockwave of radius ABℎ ; see

Suppl. S1.2). THz wave emission is induced by the current of ionised plasma rarefied

along the center axis of the propagating �2 laser pulse due to the radial ponderomotive

force. The transient radial current m�/mC is the source of THz wave emission. The

Rayleigh length under the focusing conditions is I' ≈ 60 `m (2I' is the depth-of-focus

at 0.5-intensity level, i.e. FWHM), which would correspond to the _) �I/4 for the

emission at 1.25 THz (240 `m).

linearly-polarised light pulses have shown that in the case of irradiation of Ar cluster in vacuum151

by two time-separated pulses, the polarisation of the THz wave emission was defined along152

the line through the center of the first pulse and the position of the focus of the second pulse153

(which was shifted out of center by ∼ 40 `m) [34]. The intensity of the first pulse was inducing154

the charge depletion on the axis with positive ions closer to the center (on the optical axis).155

Electrons generated out-off-the-center by the second pulse caused a linear current (towards the156

center) and consequently linearly-polarised THz wave emission. The conditions of tight focusing157

explored in our study creates spatially confined plasma at the focal region along the optical axis.158

Since electrons, protons, and oxygen ions from the water flow (and oxygen and nitrogen from159

air) are separated radially to the different position by the pre-pulse, the second pulse initiates160

a spiraling current along the depth-of-focus (more details are discussed in Suppl. S1.4). The161

irradiation position of the first pulse to that of the main pulse is optimised for the strongest THz162

wave emission by the same methodology as we described earlier for the maximum of X-ray163

emission [5]; i.e., slight walk-off on the xy-plane is introduced for the maximum of the emission.164

This optimisation is obtained for approximately 10 `m shift along the x-axis on the flow surface.165

Quantification of the offset from the optical axis for the intensity and polarisation control of THz166

wave emission needs further studies. It is established in this study that the circularly-polarised167

single cycle THz pulse can be generated using the tight optical-focusing from ionised focal168

volume in the pre-plasma with the axial extent of _/4 of THz wave emission.169

(Conclusions and Outlook)170

A simple two-laser pulse irradiation to a thin water flow is shown to generate circularly-polarized171

THz wave emission from a plasma filament which has length of approximately quarter wavelength172

of the THz emission (a sub-wavelength THz emitter). The mechanism responsible for the173

increased efficiency of THz wave emission as compared with the single pulse irradiation of174



solid/liquid/gas targets is related to water ablation inside strong shock region in air in front175

of the water flow. The ablation condition for THz wave emission is optimal at the delay time176

4.7 ns after the pre-pulse irradiation. The radial current transients restoring axially depleted177

charges due to action of ponderomotive force determines the spectral extent (a shorter transient178

broader spectrum as related via Fourier transform) and the circular polarisation of such THz wave179

emission. Circular polarisation is a result of radially spiraling currents which originate along the180

_) �I/4 long Rayleigh region of optical focus (a linearly-polarised THz wave are observed from181

the axially oriented dipole in self-guided long filaments [29]). THz wave emission in the reflection182

and transmission directions in respect to the water flow has similar intensities but opposite183

polarisation. The transmission losses of sub-mm wavelength THz through 17-`m-thick water184

flow are slightly reducing the transmitted power. As previously reported [5], the highest intensity185

of THz wave emission from the water flow under the double pulse excitation is 10-times higher186

in |E|2 (as photon numbers) than that from a 〈110〉-oriented ZnTe crystal. Further enhancements187

are expected in other liquids such as gold nano-colloidal aqueous suspensions.188

Circularly-polarised THz wave emission is adding new possibilities in a polarisation control189

toolbox for THz technologies which can open new applications for opto-mechanics where large190

torsion can be generated upon absorption, reflection, or scattering and for rotational/vibrational191

molecular spectroscopy where polarisation wave-plates are not readily available or lossy. THz192

wave can be used to better understand highly dynamic laser triggered explosions which find193

increasing number of application in laser machining/fabrication and creation of high tempera-194

ture/pressure phases of new materials. Among different methods of electromagnetic field195

generation, sub-wavelength emitters are promising due to unmatched flexibility in wave front and196

polarisation engineering.197
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams of the experimental setups with the water flow (17 µm thick)

under the tight focusing of double pulses with the pre-pulse (x-pol., �1) and the main

pulse (y-pol., �2) (a) for THz time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) with a ZnTe crystal

(for electro-optic sampling) and (b) for time-resolved shadowgraphy and luminescence

imaging. ΔC indicates the delay time between the two pulses. Polarization statuses of

THz wave emission were measured with a pair of wire-grids. Imaging experiments for

the laser focus were also carried out with an objective lens and a color camera with

the exposure time at 2 ms for the single shot. The details are in the text. QWP:quarter

wave-plate, WPR:Wollaston prism, BPD:balanced photo-diode

Methods252

All the experiments shown in Fig.3 were carried out in air under atmospheric pressure (1 atm) at253

room temperature (296 K).254

Polarization-sensitive THz time-domain spectrosocpy. A pulsed femtosecond laser (C? = 35 fs,255

transform-limited, _ = 800 nm, 1 kHz, Mantis, Legend Elite HE USP, Coherent, Inc.,) is used and256

the output pulses are split into the pre-pulse (�1, linearly-polarized parallel to y-axis, y-pol., 0.1257

or 0.2 mJ/pulse), the main pulse (�2, linearly-polarized parallel to x-axis, x-pol., 0.4 mJ/pulse),258

and the probe for THz time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) with a series of half-wave plates and259

polarization beam splitters (65-906, 47-048, Edmund Optics) as shown in Fig. 2 (a) [4, 5, 35].260

THz wave emission is induced by the irradiation of the co-linearly combined pre-pulse and main261

pulse onto a thin water flow (∼17 µm thick) by an off-axis parabolic mirror (1-inch diameter,262

effective focal length 5 = 50.8 mm, 47-097, Edmund Optics). The laser incident angle along263

z-axis is at 60° to the water surface normal. Under this condition,the polarisations of the main and264

the pre-pulses are p-pol. and s-pol., respectively. The optical delay between the two excitation265



pulses, ΔC, is controlled with automatic stages (SGSP46-800 and SGSP26-150, Sigma Koki).266

A water flow is prepared wth two colliding water jets and the system is set on an automatic267

stage (KS701-20LMS, Suruga Seiki) along the z-axis to adjust the flow surface for optimal X-ray268

emission measured by a Geiger counter (SS315, Southern Scientific). The detection of the THz269

wave emission is carried out by the electro-optic sampling method in the transmission direction270

through the water flow and in the reflection direction with 〈110〉-oriented ZnTe crystals (1-mm271

thick, Nippon Mining & Metals Co., Ltd.). Lock-in measurements are carried out with an optical272

chopper (3502, New Focus) and a lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research System), therefore273

the effective repetition rate of the laser excitation is 0.5 kHz. Following the usual method reported274

previously [36–38], two wire grids (WGs, MWG40FA-III, Origin) are additionally used for the275

measurements of polarization status in THz wave emission. One of the WGs, WG2, is used276

at the fixed angle 0°(parallel to x-axis), while the other WG, WG1, is used at two different277

angles, +45°and -45°for two independent TDS signals as E+45 and E−45, respectively. The x-278

and y-components of THz electric field, EG and EH , are then calculated from EG = E+45 + E−45279

and EH = E+45 − E−45, respectively.280

Time-resolved imagings. Imaging experiments for the laser focus from the side (along x-axis) are281

also carried out in two different methods with an objective lens (M Plan Apo 10×, MITUTOYO)282

and a color CMOS camera (Blackfly S USB3, FLIR Systems, Inc.) with filters for IR-cut and283

for intensity control in the visible region. One is with the pre-pulse and white light continuum284

(∼ 1 ps, 580 ± 30 nm, as a strobe light) converted from the main pulse with a water cell. With this285

method, transient refractive index changes and/or scattering due to pre-plasma formation and/or286

laser ablation induced by the pre-pulse irradiation can be visualized. Another imaging is with the287

pre-pulse and the main pulse, which visualizes the interaction of the main pulse with the water288

flow with structures prepared by the pre-pulse irradiation. The exposure time for the camera289

setting was fixed at 2 ms for single shot imaging. In this mode of image acquisition, all the290

emission in broad-band spectra by the two-pulse irradiation of the water flow is time-integrated.291
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Figures

Figure 1

Concept: tailoring the light-matter interaction for the polarization manipulation of THz wave. (a) A thin
water �ow irradiated by a pair of femtosecond laser pulses (35fs, 800nm) for THz wave generation.
Pulses are tightly focused to a ~ 10 μm spot on the surface of a 17 μm-thick water �ow. (b) Time-
resolved shadowgraphy with ~1 ps temporal resolution; a representative photo captured at 4.7 ns after
the �rst pulse irradiation. Details are in Suppl. S1.2 and Fig. S2. (c) Signals in THz time-domain
spectroscopy (TDS) when the delay time at 4.7 ns, which indicates the circularly-polarized THz wave
emission. Details are in Suppl. S1.1 and Fig. S1. (d) TDS time delay observed under the double pulse
excitation; here TDS measurements were not polarization-discriminated.



Figure 2

Geometry of the experiment for the NA = 0.125 focusing depicted after the pre-pulse E1 (y-pol.) irradiation
to the water �ow which creates the expanding plasma region out of the ablated water �ow (strong
explosion with shockwave of radiussh; see Suppl. S1.2). THz wave emission is induced by the current of
ionised plasma rare�ed along the center axis of the propagating E2 laser pulse due to the radial
ponderomotive force. The transient radial current ∂J/∂t is the source of THz wave emission. The Rayleigh
length under the focusing conditions is zR ≈ 60 μm (2zR is the depth-of-focus at 0.5-intensity level, i.e.
FWHM), which would correspond to the λTHz/4 for the emission at 1.25 THz (240 μm).



Figure 3

Schematic diagrams of the experimental setups with the water �ow (17 μm thick) under the tight
focusing of double pulses with the pre-pulse (x-pol., E1) and the main pulse (y-pol., E2) (a) for THz time-
domain spectroscopy (TDS) with a ZnTe crystal (for electro-optic sampling) and (b) for time-resolved
shadowgraphy and luminescence imaging. Δt indicates the delay time between the two pulses.
Polarization statuses of THz wave emission were measured with a pair of wire-grids. Imaging
experiments for the laser focus were also carried out with an objective lens and a color camera with the
exposure time at 2 ms for the single shot. The details are in the text. QWP:quarter wave-plate,
WPR:Wollaston prism, BPD:balanced photo-diode
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